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what do I want to learn?
how are patients and families 

prepared for cancer treatment?

what is the patient’s experience
 before, during, & after treatment?

how did their treatment method 
affect their day-to-day life?

where does the focus take place?
homes of past, current, and 

pre-treatment diagnosed patients

cancer treatment facilities 
(including hospitals and clinics)

support group organizations 
and virtual support forums

fundraising/educational events (walks/runs) 

an early look at 

the expectations 

for interviews, 

observations, 

and research



how are patients and families 
prepared for cancer treatment?

what is the patient’s experience
 before, during, & after treatment?

how did their treatment method 
affect their day-to-day life?

what are key questions to ask stakeholders?
how did you perception of cancer change after treatment?

how did treatment affect you relationships?

how did treatment affect you physically?

how do you play a role in the life of cancer patients?

what is the plan of  action in the field?
personal conversations

online forums

hospital/clinic visits

‘ride along’ treatment experience

secondary cancer research

who can I learn from?
cancer patients and families

medical professionals

program coordinators

homes of past, current, and 
pre-treatment diagnosed patients

cancer treatment facilities 
(including hospitals and clinics)

support group organizations 
and virtual support forums

fundraising/educational events (walks/runs) 



Empathy
design with

begin by talking 
to people...





Phoenix,
Arizona



Interviews & 
Observations

Phoenix
Arizona



empathy map

maureen salloom

children’s hospital
program coordinator

we provide hope

the doctor ’s office should be fun

every day is an impactful experience

shared photos of  favorite patient

prioritized patient over interview

attentive and enthusiastic

seperating cancer from child growth

parents have it harder than kids

enriching patients is most important

passionate and thankful for patients

emotionally resilient 

comfortable sharing emotions

say

think

do

feel



empathy map

jon paul white

two time pediatric 
cancer patient

“cancer sucks”

positive attitude and humor are key

children look to parents for comfort

doctors can be scary + intimidating

laughing and joking

open and will ing to share

animated during family stories

anxiety is a huge effect of  treatment

people have the greatest influence

experience is difficult on parents

frustrated at the sterile nature

eager to find a delightful solution

lonley and in need of  a connection

say

think

do

feel



assumption testing

are children bored with the current medical equipment? 

Jon Paul describes the artifacts surrounding pediatric 
cancer patients as sterile and impersonal. 

do children find it difficult to communicate with 
their doctors about their medical condition?

During his treatment, Jon Paul felt intimidated by his 
doctors who often did not talk to him in an approachable way. 

He found them to be intimidating, especially when 
examining him with an inhuman pair of gloves or gown on. 

do pediatric cancer patients really wear 
hospital gown frequently?

Inpatient pediatric patients often wear their 
own street clothes while in their room. Cloth 

gowns are worn during procedures like 
surgery or, in the case of leukemia, bone 

marrow extraction or transplants. When they 
are worn, it is serious and most likely, scary





evaluative research
would children be empowered by themed goods like these?

Children see their favorite super heroes as an inspiration for 
their actions. If they can put on the armor of their hero, they 

feel like they also take on their power and bravery.

how do you see these concepts affecting children’s 
learning during their treatment?

Having a way for children to see what someone is talking 
about provides two levels of learning. They are more likely to 
understand and remain engaged when they can see a visual 
representation of what is said. Children learn in all types of 

ways, so other methods should be explored as well. 

How do you see children interacting 
with these products?

Having products that are engaging like these 
would be exciting for a child to have, 

especially during a physically and emotionally 
trying experience. They are a canvas for 

storytelling to improve understanding and 
comfort in child cancer patients. 

meg noskowiak

daughter of 
cancer patient

teacher of special 
needs children

evaluated concepts

educational gowns

themed equipment



Framing

making sense
of research



what 

might

be all the 

ways...

problem 

statemtents 

developed after 

human-centered 

research 



insights

key takeaways from 

human-centered 

research the drive 

concept ideation

If  a solution can engage the child, the parent 
will quickly follow. If  a soution can engage 

the parent, the child will be quick to trust it.

Small improvements to existing products 
can drastically improve user experience.

Humor is the best 
way to improve 

experience



journey map
the chemotherapy experience for an out-patient

anxiety level

read or 
watch a movie

nurse changes
 chemo bag

fall asleep check out of 
hospital



persona
sam    age 7

pediatric cancer patient

“cancer sucks”

support system

parents
siblings  
nurses

oncologist

sports superheroes

key insights



point of view
key to maintaining 

human-centered design 

people directly affected by 
pediatric cancer

delightful, supportive 
medical devices

communication and fear 
during treatment



attribute map
key to fil l ing a need while 

maintaining innovation

colorful

neutral

comfortable

uncomfortable

modest

exposed

kid-friendly

mature



Ideation

brainstorming
 product concepts





post-it quick 
concept 

generation

drawn from 
“what might be 
all..” statements

  using Disney 
as innovation

inspiration

brainstorm

ideation



concept

ideation

sketches

educational 
gowns

social 
chemo

active 
treatment



Concepts

developing 
product concepts





educational 
&

delightful 
hospital 
gowns





Rough Concepts



Iterated Models



Appendix

reesarch tools





RESEARCH PLAN

learning more about it.  This requires consideration for multiple context and preparing focuss subjects 
within the topic.  It usually consist of a document outlining the focal point, context, people involved and 
a plan of action.  

This allows us to prepare for interviews and obser-
vations in an organized fashion.  It will also help to 
maintain cohessivness during research and when 
seeking interviews.  Lastly it provides us to mea-
sure our success, after research we can refer back 
to our key questions and they should all be an-
swered.

Now we use this information to brainstorm and 
ideate solutions to some of the issues reported 
durigng fieldwork. The direction of the solutions 
should reflect the reserach performed and out-
lined in the plan. The plan can also be altered 
according to the findings after some primary 
sources have been collected. This will ensure the 
design direction is purposeful.  

insight

this tool proved helpful when seraching for the appropriate people and places to gain informa-
tion from within each facet of cancer. 



INTERVIEWS

An interview is a great primary source of qualitative information.  If performed properly relivant personal 
opinions as well as factual data can be discovered.  This is done by a face to face or over the phone con-
versation/interaction between individuals guided by a series of questions in our case very open ended 
questions.  

This gave us a great starting position to discuss some of 
the diffferent perceptions of cancer and what some of 
our relivant topics are.  It also gave us the opportunity 
to identify trends within the conversations, such as the 
most impactful part of the treatment process.  Meeting 
these people who have been directly affected by cancer 
in some way provided relationships to consult them 
about future designs. 

So we have collected pages of qualitative data from 
multiple individuals.  We now take that data and organize 
it and use it to create talking points during brainstorms 
for solutions and main concerns.  When discussing solu-
tions we can relate the trends found between interview-
ees and prioritise solutions based on such.  

insight
Through our interviews we learned to sit back and be quite as much as possible.  The interviewees have 
alot to tell and by allowing them proper time to speak they will explore every opinion they have on the 
topic.  Allowing people to loosen up brings out their true beliefs, relating to them in the beginning of the 
interview is also a strong way to comfort them quickly.  



OBSERVATIONS

Watching people interact with their environment 
without them being aware theyare being watched 
our ‘studied’ allows us to colllect accurate raw data 
we otherwise we wouldn’t be able to. This helps to 
identify the needs people have that they are not 
even aware of. Simply being involved in the setting 
provides a better understanding  of context 

Much like an interview we take this information 
and analize it acorrding to other relivant informa-
tion.  The pictures assist in recalling the interaction 
as well as identify ing areas of opportunity within 
the spaces/existing products.  This information will 
be documented and refered to during brainstorm-
ing, ideation and assumption testing.    

Observations allowed us to encompass the life of a cancer patient a little better than interviewing and 
alttempting to empathize.  It was an eye opening experience to soak in the surroundings and then dis-
cuss some processes with experts in the field.    

Sit back, tuck yourself in a corner and observe your surroundings, this is essentially what we did to secretly 
find information about our users. We place ourselves in relivent areas such as a waiting room at a hospital 
and a wig shop that specializes in  medical patients.  From there we took photos and recorded the activity.  



EMPATHY MAP

insight

Empathy maps should be completed as soon as possible after interviews to ensure nothing is forgotten.

This step forces us to think about our interactions 
and interviews from four perspectives instead of 
simply focusing on what someone said. This may 
also reveal information the individual was not 
sharing; such as being nervious to talk about a 
certain topic shows emotional discomfort. This
 provides a source to identify deeper issues.  

After documenting this information we can high-
light key points and compare between multiple
 interviews quickly.  When thinking deeply about 
another person you are more inclined to be able 
to think about their needs.  This helps to point out 
areas of opportunity that individual sees if they did 
not identify them clearly.    

Empathy is when one individual shares perceived emotions of another because of their experience. 
Empathy maping is the practice of reporting an interaction and documenting how a user was feeling, 
what they were doing, thinking and saying. We document this in a table in order to easily organize and 
refer to in the future. 



ASSUMPTION TESTING

The designing process has begun and concepts have been developed and portreyed on paper.  Looking 
back on these solutions and stating possible issues or things to consider is what assumption testing involves.  
Stated simply design requires that you test your assumptions about your concepts..

When consumed by innovative thought often times 
conceptual ideas turn into somewhat irrelivent or 
overly complex solutions.  Testing assumptions with 
team mates and proffesionals provides asurance that 
designs are heading in the proper direction.  This 
step also allows directions to be changed to accoma-
date for the proper needs.  

Once concepts have been analized its time to go 
back to the drawing board, literally.  This is the op-
portunity to improve and perfect the concepts at 
hand, this may include disregarding the concept all 
together and moving in a different direction.  Rede-
signing does nothing but improve the idea, this is an 
important part of the design cycle!

insight
Opening up a design to criticism early enough allows you to alter designs and improve the end concept.   
Consulting with others allows them to identify aspects of the concept the designer may be blind to.



EVALUATIVE RESEARCH

Getting responces to concepts from potential 
consumers and proffessions helps to maintain 
credibility when discussing the uses of the 
design. This ability to confidently  speak about 
the positive responce from others about the
 concept is an important factor when presenting 
to individuals less educated on the subject.  

Once again we use this opportunity to redesign and 
tweak existing ideas.  These responses may be as 
simple as changing form or specific articulation in 
order to account for variables that were not previous-
ly considered.  Evaluations provide the knowledge 
needed to perfect concepts and move into the final 
ideation and development stages.   

insight
During evaluations it is important to focuss on keeping an open mind for opportunities for improvment.  
Do not stay grounded and become stuborn with ideas for design even though the concept seems well 
refined. 

Evaluate your work! During this step, we take our partially refined designs and consult professionals for an 
opinion on the direction. This includes providing study models and presenting the type of interaction you 
are attempting to provide with the product. After presenting, gather information and feedback for future 
alterations. 



PESTEL ANALYSIS

Political, Economical, Social, Technological,  Environmental and Legal.  These are the sections of the 
PESTEL analysis.  To perform such list aspects of each subject relevant to the topic at hand.   

PESTEL allows research to start of very broad and 
provide areas of exploration.  This is an eary form of 
organizing research topics within your topic.  This 
provides a space to refer to when running into a 
research wall and a space to expand on ideas and 
subjects.  

Take this information, choose the most impactful or 
what you wish to focuss on and move foward into 
some secondary research.  This staring point will 
create new areas of research down the road and open 
deeper doors like a network of topics.  

insight
This activity allowed us to go from defining the topic to identifying areas of resarch in a matter of 
minutes.  The speed and effeciency of this prcess is impressive and can be used to begin any research. 



STAKEHOLDER MAP

The stakeholder map is a way to identify, analyze, and map relationships to the objective or other stakeholders. 
First, it is best to list groups, organizations, and people relevant to the topic, and then identify the stakeholder’s 
perspectives and interests.  While there are various ways to visualize a stakeholder map, a solid basis would be to 
identify a key stakeholder (core) and begin listing each person or organization that person may interact with on any 
given day (direct) as well as people they don’t directly contact, but who are still affected by the context or situation 
(indirect).

It is beneficial to complete a stakeholder map at the begin-
ning of the design research process so there can be an over-
view of each person that could be taken into consideration 
for any particular topic. It is also important to consistently 
check in with the stakeholder map during the design pro-
cess to understand any potential risks or benefits to the 
other stakeholder that are relevant to the situation. 

By identifying all the stakeholders in a particular context, we 
can determine which stakeholders are pertinent to our par-
ticular process as well as identifying all other participants 
who might not be initially obvious. Stakeholder maps can 
assist in choosing avenues for observations and interviews. 
Additionally, they can assist in an overall view of all the vari-
ous types of people a design decision can affect.

insight

Stakeholder maps opened up numerous opportunities of people to interview that we wouldn’t have 
initially thought of, such as medical wig sales, but proved to be extremely insightful interviews



CHALLENGE STATEMENT

Challenge statements are a way to find an opportunity area for design research. The challenge statement is typically 
worded beginning with “How might we improve the experience of...”. These statements should remain fairly broad, 
and avoid any bias towards a particular product or solution since they are a stepping-stone into the research process.

Challenge statements are a key initial step in design 
research. After determining a topic of interest, these state-
ments allow a group to identify some of the key experiences 
for a particular stakeholder or situation, and break those 
down into their most fundamental level. This allows the team 
to determine the base need instead of a pre-determined 
solution. For example, “How might we improve the experi-
ence of cooling our bodies,” instead of “how might we 
improve the experience of air conditioning.” 

Producing challenge statements allows a team to begin 
looking at how to research that particular topic. Since these 
statements are made at the very beginning of the design 
process, a research plan and stakeholder map to determine 
how to fully understand all potential avenues and opportu-
nity areas for that topic would be the next steps to using 
the challenge statements. A team can always refer to these 
statements throughout the process to make sure they are 
staying on track to their fundamental goal.

insight
Breaking the challenge statement down into its most fundamental level allows a team to look at both 
improvements upon an existing system, or it allows them to completely reinvent the wheel if there is a 
better way to address the experience.



PROBLEM STATEMENT

After generating research on a particular topic, problem statements are an excellent way to narrow the field of 
information and analyze results into particular categories. After reviewing trends in the research, these concepts 
can be grouped into opportunity area categories. These statements should begin with “What might be all the ways 
to...” and completed with a particular experience that needs improvement within the broader topic. 

Problem statements are used in the analysis process of 
design research in order to break down a lot of “messy” 
information and organize it in a way that can be used to 
move forward in the ideation process. After collecting and 
laying out all initial research and insights, overall trends will 
emerge that can be formed into a problem statement. Each 
problem the team finds within the experience can then be 
viewed as an opportunity area for improvement.  

Identifying key problem statements allows the ideation and 
conceptualization process to be broken down into main 
categories to address a particular solution area. Each dis-
satisfier within the problem statement can be treated as its 
own separate entity, and therefore focused on one at a 
time in the ideation process so the information doesn’t 
become overwhelming.

insight
Problem statements make it much easier for rapid conceptualization because your mind can focus on 
one aspect of an experience at a time.



INSIGHT

Insights are the key findings from executing design research. Each insight gives the team a better understanding 
of a person or situation. While all the knowledge a team gains during the design research process is considered 
insights, many times particular provocative insights will emerge from the research that stand out as particularly 
useful and interesting.

Insights are valuable to the research process because they 
are a way to express the knowledge gained from the initial 
research. Insights allow the researcher to fully understand 
the dissatisfiers in a situation in order to better design for 
the user. Insights should be referred to during the entire 
design process because they encompass the most import-
ant information learned in order to make a smart design 
that people need.

As insights emerge in analyzing the initial research and 
data, they can assist in creating problem statements and 
ideation. Each insight allows the designer to understand 
what the user likes and doesn’t like, as well as the main 
opportunity areas for improvement. Insights can also 
emerge as trends, and therefore assist in showing larger 
areas of need for a particular user or situation.

insight
Insights are one of the most important aspects of design research analysis because they explain the key 
aspects learned from the research, and allow the designer to improve upon what the user really needs.



JOURNEY MAP

Journey maps are a way to understand each step of a particular process and ‘walk in someone else’s shoes’. They 
are represented as a graph or map that shows each step in a particular process, the key touch points of that step, 
emotions attached to the process as well as the users goals and “moments of truth” (critical moments or touch 
points that impact the user). To create a journey map, a team should write down each step of a process, and below 
each determine the key important aspects of the step.

Journey maps are an incredibly useful tool in order to 
understand the user by viewing a journey or process from 
their eyes in order to see any benefits or flaws. From these, a 
team can identify improvement opportunities within a pro-
cess that the user encounters. Looking back upon the jour-
ney maps throughout the design process helps ensure that 
the designer is creating a user centric design. 

Completing a journey map allows the designers to break 
down a process to gain the key opportunity areas within it, 
therefore allowing them to ideate how to improve upon 
that specific process. It is an excellent resource to look 
back upon throughout ideation because it reminds the 
designer of what dissatifiers to address in each step, espe-
cially if the user goes through that process consistently

insight
Journey maps are beneficial to break down processes into each step. The emotional aspects and 
moments of truth are typically the most insightful areas of the journey maps because that is where 
the user is connected to the process the most. 



PERSONA

Personas are an excellent way to fully understand a particular user or stakeholder in a situation. Looking at a group of 
similar stakeholders, a persona can realistically represent that type of user in a generalized manner. To create a per-
sona, the team should use their research data findings to create a fake person that represents a stakeholder group. 
Describing the basics about this person, their name, age, gender, employment etc. is the initial step. A narrative 
about the user, key quote, goals and dissatisfiers can also be used to describe the person. 

Personas assist designers by grouping the type of stakehold-
er and creating an idea of what the whole audience would 
look like for a particular design decision. Using them 
throughout the design process, each decision or feature of a 
design can be individually looked at and ‘tested’ on the 
persona user. Each persona can uncover needs of the user 
and highlight opportunity areas.

After creating a persona, all ideas and concepts can be 
assessed based on how the persona, or particular user 
group, would feel about the decision. While a designer 
cant always please every user group at once, it is best 
to create multiple personas and look at each concept 
or design decision from the eyes of each persona in 
order to create something that can be mutually benefi-
cial to multiple stakeholders.

insight
Making numerous personas and comparing design decisions to each one allows for the best, most well 
rounded design decisions.



POINT-OF-VIEW

Determining a point of view is a vital part of any user-centered design process. It is a statement that frames 
the coming ideation and product development process of a project. A point of view occurs after reaserch 
and interviewing and includes three components. A user is identified. An insight was found after speaking 
with them. A possible solution could be used to help them with a problem.

A point of view is valuable because it creates a short-
hand for moving foward in the design process. It 
grounds a project in the user; the main focus. With-
out understanding the user and their needs through-
out the process, a design cannot be truly successfu. 

The point of view of a project should be referenced 
constantly. Every single activity, sketch, concept, and 
model should be judged against the original point of 
view and align with its intentions. The point of view is 
the quickest way to summarize the goal of a design 
challenge.  

insight
The point-of-view should be clearly visible throughout the design process to ensure that all decisions and 
designs are made to fit the original intentions. 

I spoke with...  

people directly affected by pediatric 

cancer

I noticed the need for...  

delightful, supportive medical devices

to help with...  

communication and fear during treatment



ATTRIBUTE MAP

An attribute map is used to understand what products exist on the market that are related to a design chal-
lenge. Specific products are placed somewhere within one of four quadrants. The x and y axes represent the 
spectrum of a physical or intangible characteristic such as scale, color, price, or quality. 

 The most important reason for attribute maps is to 
ensure that designers do proper research on not just 
their user, but the products that are already servicing 
(or attempting to service) their user. 
Attribute maps allow designers to understand what 
products may be saturating the marketplace and 
where opportunities may be for a product.

Attribute maps give designers, and those sharing in 
the design process, a visual representation of the 
marketplace and areas of opportunity. Concepts can 
be created that have the perfect combination of the 
two-axis characterizations that has not already been 
satisfied by another product. 

insight
Creating a variety of attribute maps from the same pool of products can be helpful. Changing character-
istics associated with each axis (similar, unrelated, physical, intangible) allows for ideal understanding

exposed

modest

kid-friendly

mature



DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis involves synthesizing a great mass of collected information into manageable pieces.Data analy-
sis can use tools like Empathy Maps, PESTEL or AEIOU Analysis. All research data including pictures, notes, 
secondary reserach, and recorded interviews should be reviewed and grouped in order to find trends.

Data analysis is important because it organizes and 
catalogs a large sum of data into figurative piles. 
These piles represent important topics, problems, or 
insights that were shared among multiple sources. It 
provides designers with a bird’s eye view of the 
information already gathered and possible holes that 
can be filled with more research.  

Data analysis can open a designer’s eye to insights 
and user needs that may have been lost in the 
moment of interviews or observations. When all 
research is assessed together, common denomena-
tors can be the starting point for developing concept 
that fit all users.   

insight
Use multiple tools for finding patterns. Multipe types of framing tools will organize infomormation differ-
ently and lead to new opportunities. 



MORPHOLOGICAL MATRIX

A morphological matrix is an ideation tool that quickly generates unique concepts. General topics are chosen 
based on the overarching problem and written along one axis. Specific things within those topics are written 
along a secon axis to create a grid of elements related to the problem. If one element from each topic is 
chosen, a concept can be created that has every necessary component.  

A morphological matrix is a great way to identity the 
key components that will inevitably make up a final 
concept. By organizing the problem into smal, spe-
cific chunks, it is easier to digest. This means that all 
the ideas floating around inside a designer’s head 
can be categorized in a way that frames it within the 
rest of the problem.

Morphological Matrices are used to quickly generate 
concepts. By picking and choosing different puzzle 
pieces from each topic consciously or at random, 
unique concepts can be created. Different combina-
tions of puzzle pieces can create concepts that may 
not have otherwise seen the light of day.  

insight
A large quanitity of topics with high quality elements can lead to the most effective concepts.



BRAINSTORMING IDEATION

Bainstorming is the most common way to generate product or service concepts. With a Sharpie and a pad of 
Post-It notes, immeasureable ideas can flow quickly. Short phrases that describe possible concepts are writ-
ten, read aloud, and immediatly placed on a wall, table, or large piece of paper. Quanity is the most import-
ant characteristic when brainstorming ideas. 

Brainstorming is the most collaborative way to 
ideate. A small group of people can work to build a 
cache of ideas from which to draw later. The most 
valuable part of brainstorming is the ability to iterate 
on an idea in real time. One person may write a con-
cept that can inspire the rest of the group to come 
up with consistently stronger concepts. 

Brainstorming ideation creates a web of ideas. It 
often uncovers ideas that individuals may be insecure 
about sharing or persuing. The importance of quanity 
allows brainstorming to be an unbiased reflection of 
possible designs. With so many ideas generated, any 
one of them could be persued.

insight
If a group hits a creative block, inspiration can be taken from common and understood places; famous 
innovators or innovative companies like Disney or Google.



CONCEPT IDEATION SKETCHES

These quick sketches provide a simple visualization of a possible design solution. These sketches represent 
basic function, scale or form of a design. They do not require color or value.

Ideation sketches are fast and allow a designer to 
explore a variety of problems and solutions. This 
means that many different solutions can be fleshed 
out in a short period of time. Often this process 
allows a designer to get out the ‘safe’ concepts early 
in order to arrive at the best solutions. 

Concept ideation sketches are incredibly important 
because they can be used to communicate a
 designer’s ideas in order to get feedback. These 
sketches can be shared and viewed by users or fellow 
designers. Their simplicity leaves room for innovation 
and can spark ideas that will allow the concept to 
evolve.

insight
Digital sketching allows for the use of underlays to quickly iterate on one idea with multiple variations



HYPOTHESIS

Much like a point-of-view, a hypothesis is a way of framing a design problem in a way that allows feedback 
from stakeholders. This statment is made up of three parts: a belief statement, a user, and a problem. This 
statement is used after research to make an inference about the possible validity of a solution

A hypothesis is a way to succintly sum up a large 
quantity of data, interviews, and research. It can be 
shared with stakeholders to test whether the state-
ment is valid and designs can be made to statsify it. 
It is important to have a hypothesis in order to test a 
deisgner’s assumptions and to ensure the their inter-
pretation of data apporpriately fits with a user’s 
needs. 

A hypothsis is made to be shared and tested. It can 
be tested alongside a prototype or in an interview. It 
can be tested and revised multiple times over. By the 
end of a design process, the hypothesis should no 
longer be a question, but rather a statement of fact 
that is supported by the final product. 

insight
Hypotheses should always reflect the intentions of the original point-of-view.
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